
how to flirt.

1. Put Like Or Likes

2. Put Like Or Likes
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how to flirt.

Girls: first you must bite ur lip when he is talking to you then you must make a cute little pose with your legs

and stay there then make eye contact if he notices what ur doing trust me you can tell when he notices. make eye

contact for 5 seconds say bye and walk of sashaying the next day is when you make your move. you must be

holding some books and then make eye contact with him when your near him and then dropp your books after 5

seconds drop to the ground in a cute little way and say can somebody help me? this outta get his attention if he

Put like or likes you. so he will help if he dosent it probaly means hes not interested in you or that he just

wants to be in no relationship right now. if he dose help you touch his hand while hes picking up books on the

last book let him get it and then you get it and then touch his hand if he dosent pull away then look up and make

eye contact after 6 seconds say well i gotta go then flipp your hair and sashey of to class.

Boys:first you must find a way to touch her hand she shold know shoulder= friends arm= like hand = romanctic

so good luck finding a way and dont make it noticable if you miss her hand at first and do not let anyone know

your trying to flirt in a boy way.if she makes eye contact with you she needs to make the first move not you. if

she Put like or likes you she will definatly not pass up eye contact you do the hand and eye contact she dose

the sexy and sassy stuff. ;) you know what im talkin bout girls if she looks ancy around you thats the best part

you ask her out then. if she says no simply say ok and walk off and do not forget to pull your pants down a little

just



not showing your body parts

just enoghf to look baggy and she will definatly do the drop a pencile and bend over move just so you will look

at her butt. i personally did that and ripped my pants so make sure shes not wearing skinny jeans and tottaly

make sure this girls sortta popularso you wont look stupid and thats all i have to get a girl to Put like or 

likes you

p.s. look for how to flirt 2! more info on how to flirt!
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